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Street Sense aims to serve as a vehicle for elevating voices and public debate on
issues relating to poverty while also creating economic opportunities for people
who are experiencing homelessness in our community.
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Each vendor functions as an independant contractor for Street
Sense. That means he or she reinvests in the organization with
every purchase.
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OUR STORY
Street Sense began in August 2003 after
Laura Thompson Osuri and Ted Henson
approached the National Coalition for
the Homeless on separate occasions
with the idea to start a street paper in
Washington, D.C.
Through the work of dedicated
volunteers, Street Sense published its
first issue in November 2003. In 2005,
Street Sense achieved 501 ( c ) 3 status
as a nonprofit organization, formed a
board of directors and hired a full-time
executive director.
Today, Street Sense is published every
two weeks through the efforts of four
salaried employees, more than 100
active vendors, and dozens of volunteers.
Nearly 30,000 copies are in circulation
each month.

1. Street Sense will be distributed for
a voluntary donation of $2.00, I
agree not to ask for more than two
dollars or solicit donations for
Street Sense by any other means.
2. I will only purchase the paper from
Street Sense staff and volunteers and
will not sell papers to other vendors.
3. I agree to treat all others, including
customers, staff, volunteers, and
other vendors, respectfully at all
times. I will refrain from threatening
others, pressuring customers into
making a donation, or in engaging in
behavior that condones racism,
sexism, classism, or other prejudices.
4. I agree not to distribute copies of
Street Sense on metro trains and
buses or on private property.
5. I agree to abide by the Street Sense
vendor territorial policy at all times
and will resolve any related disputes I
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ART DIRECTOR
Eric Falquero
SALES MANAGER
Brandon Caudill

have with other vendors in a
professional manner.
6. I understand that I am not an
employee of Street Sense, Inc. but an
independent contractor.
7. I agree to sell no additional goods or
products when distributing Street Sense.
8. I will not distribute Street Sense under
the influence of drugs or alcohol.

VOLUNTEERS
Monica Anderson, Jane Cave, Margaret Chapman,
Johnathan Comer, Matailong Du, Julie Garel,
Jeffrey Gray, Jane Goforth, Roxanne Goldberg,
Marisa Grotte, Roberta Haber, Thomas Hedges,
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Barron Hall, Shakaye Henry, Ibn Hipps, Phillip
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Patricia Jefferson, Donald Johnson, Morgan
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John Littlejohn, William Mack, Authertimer
Matthews, John Matthews, Kina Mathis, Ashley
McMullen, Jeffery McNeil, Joseph Melton, Cynthia
Mewborn, Kenneth Middleton, Gary Minter, L.
Morrow, Lucifer Potter, Ash-shaheed Rabbil, Chris
Shaw, Veda Simpson, Chon Smith, Gwynette
Smith, Terron Solomon, Tamika Staton, Warren
Stevens Jr, Tony Sutton, Sybil Taylor, O. Shernell
Thomas, Eric Thompson-Bey, Sarah TurleyColin, Jacqueline Turner, Ronald Turner, Ronald
Verquer, Martin Walker, Michael Warner, Angelyn
Whitehurst, Greg Ward, Robert Williams, Wendell
Williams, Denise Wilson
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9. I understand that my badge and (if
applicable) vest are property of Street
Sense, Inc. and will not deface them. I
will present my badge when purchasing
Street Sense. I will always display my
badge when distributing Street Sense.
10. I agree to support Street Sense’s
mission statement. In doing so I
will work to support the Street
Sense community and uphold its
values of honesty, respect, support,
and opportunity.
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NEWS

Officials, Homeless Worry: Is City Prepared for Winter?
By Christy Ulmet
Editorial Intern
The District of Columbia’s sounded a
hypothermia alert at 7:00 PM on the first
day of hypothermia season, Saturday, November 1. That night the temperature
dropped below 40 degrees, with cloudy
skies and gusting winds.
“That wind—it was serious. There were
people out here who were freezing,” said
a man, who goes by the name Scooby,
who was buried under blankets when the
winds hit.
Some of the District’s high-ranking officials fear that the city is not prepared for
what’s to come this winter, though representatives of the Interagency Council on
Homelessness (ICH) say they have worked
to make sure a solid plan is in place.
Scooby lives in the Capitol Hill area in
a community-like setting he’s organized
with other homeless people. He explained
that he has been preparing for cold
weather by gathering blankets and sleeping bags for his community. His efforts
proved successful when he needed to pull
the blankets out the night of November 1.
One of the city’s hypothermia buses
visited Scooby’s group late that night and
handed out more wool blankets to the
group, keeping them well stocked.
The DC native recommends that when it
gets cold, people put trash bags on their
legs and around their bodies before covering themselves with their blankets, as an
extra barrier to block the wind.
Although the District’s Homeless Services Reform Act requires that the city to
provide shelter to homeless residents during freezing weather, Scooby said many
people choose not to go to shelters.

He said many shelters become overcrowded in the winter, and that they are
in poor condition, so people often choose
not to use them.

At their monthly meeting on October 22,
members of the ICH reviewed last year’s
reports and offered solutions to make sure
last year’s problems are not repeated.

Homeless people often gather blankets and sleeping bags to keep warm.
PHOTO BY CHRISTY ULMET

Last winter, the ICH took a lot of heat
for the condition of shelters in the District. Christie Greenwalt, who chairs the
ICH, explained that the system was overwhelmed by the number of people seeking shelter.

Greenwalt said the ICH has made arrangements with local churches and charities to ensure that overflow will not cause
problems this year.
Dora Taylor, spokeswoman for the District’s Department of Human Services, said

she is confident about preparedness this
season, pointing out that the ICH has come
up with a more realistic plan this year.
But not everybody is as optimistic about
how this season will play out.
District Council member Jim Graham
fears that this year’s situation will only be
worse, citing that the 2014-2015 Winter
Plan does not provide specific solutions for
shelter overflow. Though this year’s plan
only shows that 409 family shelter spaces
are available, an estimated 840 families
will be in need of emergency shelter at
some point during the winter.
Graham is holding a Nov. 10 Human
Services Committee hearing to discuss
needed shelter capacity for families in
the coming months.
Scooby said he and his friends are
choosing to stay out of shelters unless
absolutely necessary, though if shelter
conditions improve, they may decide to
spend a few nights inside. He has noticed
that others have chosen this route as well.
His advice for others is to find groups to
stick close to during hypothermia season.
Trying to weather the storm alone is never
smart, he said.
He had some words for those fighting
the cold on the streets this winter.
“I give my prayers and blessings to all
the homeless out there. Don’t think because you think other people have forgotten you that everybody has forgotten
you. Keep your head up; keep warm, keep
safe. Keep on keepin’ on. There’s always
a brighter day at the end of the tunnel,”
Scooby said.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS! — Life Stories Writing Competition
streetsense.org/LifeStories
Our vendors share so many of their personal stories. Now we welcome you to share a true
story from your life or from the life of someone you know!
Street Sense will be accepting submissions of prose, poetry and creative nonfiction through Friday,
November 28th. Please limit your stories to 600 words.
Please e-mail submissions to editor@streetsense.org
or mail them to 1317 G Street NW, Washington, DC 20005
Attn: Writing Competition
Although any theme is encouraged, our writers groups often start with prompts. So here are a few
ideas to get you going: childhood, holiday, independence, facing fear, anticipation, overcoming,
twist of fate, surprise, romance, food, embarrassed…
Submissions will be judged by our Writers’ Group, and the winners published in the December
31st Winter Reading Issue of Street Sense for thousands of Washingtonians to enjoy.

Scenes, monologues, poetry & songs
by Street Sense vendors

Monday, November 17, 2014 | 7:00 p.m.
This 45 minute performance will be followed by a
panel discussion on homelessness

Marvin Center
Third Floor Amphetheatre
21st and H Sts NW
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City Laws Tighten
Grip on Feeding
Homeless People
By Josue de Paz
Editorial Intern
Over the past two years, at least 31
cities across America have taken steps to
ban or restrict efforts by churches and
charities to share food with the homeless,
according to a new report by the National
Coalition for the Homeless (NCH).
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. is just the latest
example. After an ordinance that was approved by the city commission went into
effect Oct. 31, police issued tickets to
members of the group Love Thy Neighbor
for handing out lunches in a local park.
Arnold Abbott, founder of the organization, told a local newspaper that he had
only given out three or four of the 300
meals the group had prepared before receiving a summons from the police. Two
local ministers also received fines and
were ordered to appear in court.
“We are simply trying to feed people
who are hungry,” Mark Sims, of St. Mary
Magdalene Episcopal Church of Coral
Springs, told the Sun Sentinel newspaper.
“To criminalize that is contrary to everything I stand for as a priest and a per-

son of faith.”
Fort Lauderdale’s new law functions
similarly to many other measures described in the NCH report, “Share No
More 2014.”
The paper includes examples of efforts
to restrict, ban or relocate food-sharing
programs from Alabama to Washington
State. The measures include placing new
restrictions on the use of public property,
introducing stricter food safety regulations, limiting the number of volunteers
who can participate or the kinds of food
they can serve, or requiring permits to
share food.
Fort Lauderdale’s new law limits the
places where outdoor feeding sites can
be located. It also requires that groups
provide portable toilets and obtain the
permission of property owners in order to
share food.
Public officials who support such restriction sometimes justify them by saying the feeding programs encourage
homelessness or pose risks to health and

Cities that have attempted to restrict, ban, or relocate food sharing in 2013 and 2014.
CHART COURTESY OF THE NATIONAL COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS

safety. In other cases, they say that their
jurisdictions have too many food sharing
programs, leading to waste.
Fort Lauderdale Mayor Jack Seiler said
food sharing in the city has contributed to
the problem of homelessness.
“I’m not safisfied with having a cycle of
homelessness in Fort Lauderdale,” Seiler
told the Sun Sentinel. “Providing them
with a meal and keeping them in that
cycle on the street is not productive.”
Such arguments are familiar to Michael
Stoops, Director of Community Organizing
for NCH. The group opposes food sharing
restrictions Stoops said and has monitored
such measures over the years.
“Since 2007, we have done three reports
on cities restricting food sharing with the
homeless population,” he explained.
Bans on food sharing make it harder for
organizations to find areas to distribute
food and gives the city ultimate control
of where they can operate. The measures also make it more difficult for the
homeless to reach what may be their only
source of healthy and reliable food, according to the NCH report.
The new report was produced to “put
the spotlight on this practice and mobilize
local communities to prevent such laws
from being adopted or enforced,” according to the authors.
“If cities continue to restrict or ban
the compassionate act of food-sharing,
homeless individuals’ physical, mental and
emotional health will suffer and deteriorate over time,” they write.
They point to growing need in many cities as a reason to protect such programs.
A 2013 Hunger and Homelessness Survey conducted by the US Conference of
Mayors found that 83 percent of cities

surveyed saw an increase in the number
of emergency food requests from the
previous year; that 91 percent reported
an increase in persons requesting food
assistance for the first time and that 80
percent reported an increase in frequency
of visits to food pantries and emergency
kitchens each month.
In Fort Lauderdale, Love Thy Neighbor
founder Arnold Abbott has pledged to fight
the city’s restrictions on food sharing and
he is not alone.
According to the NCH report, some religious groups are challenging bans on food
sharing claiming that they violate their constitional right to freely exercise their faith.
Last year, the city of Albuquerque was
ordered to pay more than $120,000 as
part of a civil settlement with three men
arrested for feeding the homeless.
After receiving a $45,000 portion of
the settlement, one of the men, Alfonso
Hernandez, told the Albuquerque Journal
that the court decision should be seen as
an encouraging sign to others dedicated to
helping the poor.
“This should send a message out that
they can exercise their faith freely,” he
said. “They don’t have to worry about the
city hassling them.”
But city officials told the newspaper
they enacted the restrictions in order to
limit activities that they believed hurt
businesses downtown.
“The Mayor will continue working to
strike a balance between the needs of
those who serve the homeless and the
small business community,” a spokeswoman for the office of Mayor Richard
Berry said.
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Waste Not,Want Not,
Gleaning Programs Say

Leonard Edwards, is both a client and successful volunteer at Bread for the City.
PHOTO BY JACOB POPESCU

By Hazel Martin and Christy Ulmet
Editorial Interns
On Friday, October 31, people were
lining up with shopping bags in-hand. But
they weren’t seeking Halloween candy.
The prospect of filling their bags with
fresh produce for free had drawn them to
1460 Good Hope Road, SE, where there
were tables of various fruits and vegetables set up in the parking lot of Bread For
the City.
In addition to providing vulnerable
residents with legal and social services,
clothing and medical care - Bread for the
City hosts farmers markets twice a month
with fresh foods from local suppliers.
Volunteers help hand out produce to
clients, who fill their bags free of charge.
The nonprofit’s food program received
October’s food donations from Capital
Area Food Bank. Additional donors include Eastern Market and Whole Foods,
among others.
The markets are a part of Bread for the
City’s gleaning program, Glean for the
City. Gleaning simply means gathering
leftover grain or produce after a harvest.
The program collects roughly 48,000
pounds of fresh food per year, which
helps feed an estimated 9,000 clients per
month, according to Keith Lemons, gleaning coordinator and food department associate for the nonprofit.
Although Bread for the City has been
in existence for almost forty years, the
free farmers market has been running
for only seven. Lemons explained that
the market started because Bread for
the City recognized that there were clients in need of help not just with getting enough food, but with maintaining
a healthy diet. The market strives to address both needs and it is safe to say the
beneficiaries are very grateful.
Leonard Edwards is one of them. More
than a decade ago, when he first arrived
at Bread for the City, which he calls
“Bread,” he was in a rough place. He was

in serious need of food and support in rebuilding his body and life.
“Two years before I came here, I lost
my good job of fifteen years. After that,
I couldn’t find good work. Then Bread
allowed me to get back on my feet and
get into better dietary habits because my
diet had gotten worse over that time,”
Edwards said.
When Edwards learned he had high
blood pressure, he sought out advice from
doctors and other healthcare professionals at Bread. They coached him on ways
to prepare his meals that helped him improve his health. He said his children also
also grew up stronger and better-nourished thanks to Bread.
The food that is provided by Glean
for the City is gathered from a vari-

ety of sources. Some of it is picked up
from farmers markets, and some of it
is gleaned after crops are harvested on
farms in Maryland. Some of it is raised by
Bread for the City.
In order to be able to provide more fresh
produce, the organization began planting
its own 2.75 acre organic orchard in spring
2012 in Beltsville, Md. All crops harvested
at the orchard end up at the food pantry
at Bread for the City and are offered to
clients. In addition, the nonprofit has a
rooftop garden used to help educate visitors about growing fruits and vegetables.
Although the markets are giving out
food for free, Edwards doesn’t think it is
right to take such things for granted.
He now serves as Bread for the City’s
time-banking coordinator.

He helps clients earn credits for
educational services in exchange for
volunteer hours and stresses lessons of
self-sufficiency.
He suspects that someday, we may live
in a world where “handouts” are no more.
So he has taken on the task of “helping
Bread help themselves.”
He has faced challenges along the way,
he admits. Some of the clients have experienced hardships that have left them
without much self-confidence.
“The problem is making them believe
they can do it. Some of these people
don’t even believe they can do it. That’s
another big battle- just making them believe it, that they can help themselves,
but I’m willing to fight it,” said Edwards.

Clients receive free produce gleaned from local farms, farmers markets and busineeses at Bread for the City’s own farmers market.
PHOTO BY JACOB POPESCU
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Kitchen volunteers and staff hand out healthy meals.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GEOFF DUDGEON PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sam Kass (left), executive director of Let’s Move! and senior policy advisor for nutrition
policy to the president; and Michelle Obama (right) showing the students figs they had
just taken from the fig tree. PHOTO BY CHRISTY ULMET

Needy Savor Bounty from White House Garden
By Christy Ulmet
Editorial Intern
Over 350 meals are served to local
homeless people each day from a single
church basement, often with the same
ingredients enjoyed by the First Family.
Miriam’s Kitchen serves breakfast and
dinner Monday through Friday, 365 days
a year, according to Tom Murphy, director
of communications at the DC nonprofit.
“I’m just very grateful Miriam’s is
here. The food is prepared with love, and
it shows. The staff cares, and it’s just a
great place to come,” said Elizabeth Telson, who has been attending Miriam’s
Kitchen for six months.
Guests of Miriam’s Kitchen have been
enjoying the same food the First Family
eats since 2009, when First Lady Michelle
Obama volunteered for a shift with the
meal program. From there, the White
House formed a relationship with Miriam’s,
and Obama began donating her pickings
from the White House Kitchen Garden.
One of the more memorable deliveries, Murphy said, came last holiday season when Miriam’s received pumpkins
from the White House. The fruit was used
to create mini pumpkin pies for guests
during Thanksgiving and Christmas dinner services.

Miriam’s receives roughly one shipment of food each month from the White
House. The most recent delivery in October included 41 pounds of lettuce, 52
pounds of tomatoes, 29 pounds of zucchini
and summer squashes and 39 pounds of
eggplant, according to the Press Office of
the First Lady.
October’s large delivery came from the
help of around 25 kids who were chosen to
help harvest the garden. Obama invited
the children from schools, both local and
as far away as California and Arizona, as
a part of her “Let’s Move!” program. The
movement was started in 2009 with the
help of White House chef and senior advisor for nutrition Sam Kass, who is the
program’s executive director.
Kass has had much involvement in
Obama’s efforts to educate youth on nutrition and leading healthier lives.
“We believe everyone deserves access
to healthy and affordable food. Getting
produce in everyone’s diet is incredibly
important. That’s why it’s important to
make sure organizations that are serving
people in great need also have access to
these healthy, nutritious foods,” Kass said
in an interview with Street Sense.

Tariq Zayid El has been attending Miriam’s Kitchen on and off for two years. He
noted how the meals always include the
option of fruit salads or vegetable salads.
“They try to make it interesting so
you’re not eating the same thing day in
and day out,” Telson agreed.
Telson said she enjoys having salmon
and cream cheese eggs with fruit smoothies for breakfast.
“Miriam’s works really hard to try to
make it healthy and tasty. I think they really do a good job in trying to spruce it
up. You don’t want to eat it if it doesn’t
taste good. I don’t care how pretty it is!”
Telson laughed.
Donations from the White House Kitchen Garden, as well as local farms and
farmers markets, have allowed Miriam’s
to keep offering a good variety of healthy
foods, Murphy said.
Miriam’s Kitchen has been serving meals
for 31 years. This fiscal year they served
78,000 meals and plan to serve 80,000
more in 2015.
Guests may benefit from more than
the meal program, however. Miriam’s also
offers open studio art therapy, creative
writing groups, and yoga.

Zayid El has enjoyed attending the
writing group and has become one of the
more celebrated members of the group,
said Telson. She explained that often,
people go to the group just to hear Zayid
El’s writing.
“This is really about ending chronic
homelessness. The meals are an investment in forming relationships with our
guests,” Murphy said.
He added that the goal of Miriam’s is
to build trust with its guests so they can
not only find a safe place to eat a meal,
but they can also take care of their other
daily needs.
Being able to provide nutritional foods
during breakfast and dinner has been
crucial in improving the lives of Miriam’s
Kitchen’s guests.
“The meals are prepared with the
nutrition of the guest, of the people, in
mind. It’s not something that’s just put
together--thrown on a plate in front of
you. They go pretty far out of their way
to make sure everyone is fed and no one
is turned away,” Zayid El said.
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“Twenty-Five Years on the Front Lines of Hunger”
By Marie Laetitia Vidor
Editorial Intern
Alexander Justice Moore observed the
crowd gathered on a recent weekday
evening at the Chinatown location of Busboys and Poets, a bookstore and restaurant in
Washington, DC. Then
the chief development
officer at DC Central
Kitchen introduced his
first book, “The Food
Fighters,” in which he
chronicles the organization’s 25 years of
struggle against hunger
and poverty.
He told the audience how the Kitchen’s creator, Robert
Egger, started the organization with an innovative and amazing
idea to fight starvation, privation and unemployment. Moore’s
book, which chronicles that story, coincides with the 25th anniversary of DC
Central Kitchen.
“When I was writing this book, I was
trying to reflect the anger Robert felt,”
he said. “ You see that anger in the first
several chapters. Robert is a mentor.”
“The Food Fighters” is about “Robert’s
big vision,” Moore explained. After a frustrating experience volunteering, Egger began to question not only the impact of his
individual efforts but the way the city and
local charities were delivering help to the
poor and homeless.

DC Central Kitchen trainees prepare a meal.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DC CENTRAL KITCHEN

Egger, then a 27-year-old nightclub
manager, felt he saw a number of gaps
in the system. Traditional soup kitchens
seemed inefficient
and insufficient, with
“nothing happening”
between two meals
served. Meanwhile,
local shelters’ struggles to feed the homeless diverted staff and
resources away from
providing other kinds
of help. All the while,
in businesses all over
the city, food was being wasted. Egger was
certain they were
throwing away enough
to feed hundreds of
people.
In 1989, Egger
opened DC Central
Kitchen. The nonprofit started out collecting leftover food
from hotels and restaurants and delivering
it to shelters and rehabilitation centers.
But before long, the mission evolved and
Egger found himself running a kitchen in
the basement of the city’s largest shelter
run by the Community for Creative NonViolence, at 2nd and D Streets NW.
“DC Central Kitchen was doing way
more for people with way less resources,”
Moore said. Egger and his team expanded
soon after, including partnerships with
markets, local farmers and stores, reusing products they were not able to sell.

Turning that would-be waste into
meals, DC Central Kitchen saved 737,564
pounds of food in 2013 alone, and the
group now counts 88 different partners.
Twenty five years since it began, the
nonprofit organization prepares 5,000 meals
a day, for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Egger decided to go further and use
the kitchen to create employment and
self-empowerment. In 1990, the first culinary training program started. With four
sessions per year lasting 14 weeks each,
the program teaches more than cooking
skills; it also gives trainees more self-confidence, and helps them to update their
resumes and to apply for jobs.
“Filling stomachs was fine, but changing
lives was what mattered,” Moore writes in
his book. “Egger did not just want to fight
hunger. He was looking to satisfy a deeper
hunger among his clients, one that could
only be filled by the self-confidence, selfworth, and self-sufficiency that comes
with a real job.”
With an unemployment rate of 8.1 percent, Washington remains above the national average. In 1996, the Kitchen began
another struggle against unemployment by
becoming a social enterprise. The group
was able to hire people and pay them.
The organization now counts 150 employees, about 58 of whom are Culinary Job
Training graduates.
“If it weren’t for DC Central Kitchen,
where would I be? Who would give a guy
with my background, 54 years old, a job?”
asks Marvin Bushrod, who went from serving a decades-long prison sentence to

production cook, in a staff interview on
DC Central Kitchen’s website. “There are
people out there who have been looking
for years for work, people with no criminal background, who can’t find a job.”
With food as a tool, DC Central Kitchen’s goal is to give strength to people
in need.
“DCCK is becoming a job creator,”
Moore said.
And the goal is to extend the model all
over the country. Since their creation in
2009, Campus Kitchen projects are now
present in 29 colleges and high schools,
and 5,500 new students joined the volunteer force in 2013.
Since 2011, the Kitchen has been targeting food deserts and obesity at home
in Washington, DC. With 32 “Healthy Corners” in 2013, DC Central Kitchen works
with small neighborhood “corner stores”
to help them provide fresh produce and
healthy snacks to neighborhoods without
access to larger grocery stores. Plus, the
organization is associated with 10 schools
in Washington, providing 4,900 meals that
help nourish 2,600 children each day.
Egger left DC Central Kitchen in 2013
and moved to Los Angeles to open another
organization. Mike Curtin is the new CEO.
In DC Central Kitchen’s 2013 annual
report, Curtin describes the organization’s approach as “a good business” and
remembers the first lesson of the past 25
years. He sums it up with these words.
“Food alone will never end hunger.”

Chief Development Officer Alexander Justice Moore (left), CEO Michael Curtin (middle),
and founder Robert Egger (right) PHOTO COURTESY OF DC CENTRAL KITCHEN
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Volunteer models, some of whom have previously experienced homelessness, participated in the Homeless 2 Hopeful
Fashion Show to help raise funding for Montgomery County Coalition for the Homeless’ job and housing programs.
PHOTOS BY MATAILONG DU

Fashion to the Rescue
By Manuela Mejia
Editorial Intern
The energetic troupe of multicultural
models, sporting stylish clothing and chic
accessories, owned the stage. Their vitality filled the room.
But behind the fun and glamour, this
Oct. 26 event also had a serious mission.
The From Homeless 2 Hopeful
Fashion Show was organized by a
formerly homeless woman with a
goal of raising awareness and funds
to help her struggling Montgomery
County neighbors. Profits from the
fashion show will support job and
housing search programs offered
by the Montgomery County Coalition for the Homeless (MCCH.) Like
the organizer, some of the beautiful
and perfectly-groomed models had
also been homeless.
The show was the brainchild of Marta
Bohorquez who lost her home after her
husband died of cancer. With hard work
and help from church friends, neighbors, and the county, Bohorquez and
her children now have a new place in
Germantown, Md. But after seeing an
online video about a homeless military
veteran, Bohorquez decided she needed
to help others rebuild their lives. Bohorquez, whose family emigrated from

Ecuador in the 1990s, organized a group
of Hispanic community members called
Samaritans4Homeless with a goal of
making a difference.
“I believe that the opposite of love
is indifference and when we ignore the

ity of the problem,” Navarro explained
in a statement, citing the county’s goal
of ending homelessness. Progress is being
made, local officials say.
A total of 891 men, women and children
were included in the county’s 2014 point
in time homeless count, conducted in January. The figure
represented an 11 percent
decrease from the previous
year. Officials have attributed the reduction to factors including an increase in
permanent supportive hous-Marta Bohorquez
ing efforts in the county. The
number of formerly homeless
people increased to 1,771
in 2014, up 4 percent from
hungry and abandoned around us, we lose
2013. Efforts in the county have included
a piece of ourselves in the process,” Bothe Safe Haven Housing program, which
horquez wrote on Facebook in the days
currently provides shelter with intensive
leading up to the event.
supportive assistances to 60 homeless
The fashion show drew a crowd of
adults with mental illness.
government, nonprofit and Hispanic
At the fashion show, speakers encourleaders including Montgomery County
aged members of the audience to get inCouncil member Nancy Navarro, who
volved in helping, doing everything from
spoke of the county’s ongoing efforts to
donating gift cards to creating “welcome
end homelessness.
home” baskets to help MCCH clients get
“Addressing homelessness effectively
settled into their new homes.
requires delving deep into the complex-

“When we ignore the hungry and
abandoned around us, we lose a
piece of ourselves in the process.”
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Thank you to all of our Silent Auction Donors!
Adams County Winery
Alex and Ani’s Charity by Design
Barrel Oak Winery
Buck’s Fishing & Camping
The Capital Wine School
Commissary DC
CPJ (CP Juicery)
DC Life Consultant
HillTop Gardens
Illusions of Shirlington
J. Christopher Earnshaw
Kamasha Hendrickson
Kate Sheppard
Logan Circle Events
Long Beach Visitors & Convention Bureau
Lynne Lewis Cosmetics
Marvin Restaurant
Matchbox Food Group
The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association of the Union

THE FALL SEASON

CHILDREN’S ART: DC GENERAL FAMILY SHELTER

2,453 schoolage children experienced homelessness last year in D.C., about 1
and 20 children, or more than 1 child per classroom. The Homeless Children’s
Playtime Project visits 6 different transitional housing and emergency shelter
programs to provide weekly activities, healthy snacks, and opportunities to play
and learn to as many children as possible

Courtesy of the Homeless Children’s Playtime Project

Newseum
Olde Towne Pet Resort
Policy Restaurant & Lounge
Potomac Riverboat Company
Reston Limousine
Soupergirl
Sprinkles Cupcakes
Spy Museum
Starsha Valentine
Staybridge Suites Chantilly
Story Distillery
Strathmore
Susan Orlins
Tarara Winery
Think Food Group
Tranquil Space
Washington Mystics
Washington Redskins
Washington Wizards
Willie Schatz
Yantz, Bradbury Associates
Yoga District

By Terron Solomon, Vendor
Fall Season
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Autumn

Hay Ride

Pumpkin

Equinox

Solstice

Scarecrow

Harvest

Melancholy

Leaves
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OPINION

How Do They Do it, Day After Day?
By Terry Nicholetti
Volunteer
I made a decision last spring to give
up my apartment and begin house/kittysitting to minimize my expenses while I
grow my speaking/writing/acting career.
My career was growing (I’m a paid actor
after all!), just not fast enough to cover
all my expenses, including the debt from
my business school experience. My parttime job was helping, but still not enough.
And darn it, if I’m going to be working
pretty much until the day I pass (ex-nun,
leftover hippies often didn’t think of planning for retirement back then!), it’s going
to be in doing what I feel called to do,
what makes me feel most alive!
At the time of my decision, I did not
realize that I was choosing to be, in effect, “homeless” for awhile. I’m a volunteer for Street Sense. I’ve read and heard
some of the vendors’ stories, and I realize
that my experience of homelessness is the
“cushiest” version. I do have a permanent

address as a housemate with a friend from
my previous building, though I live “out”
at my house-sitting assignments. And I
was blessed to be able to keep my storage
units in the building, which allowed me to
keep certain items I hope to use again.
But I have packed up my bags and
moved nearly a dozen times during these
past six months. And a week ago, I realized that I did not know where I was going to live after this last gig, ending on
October 18. I began to feel some anxiety
as I posted all my notices about my house/
kitty-sitting service. Suddenly it hit me…
this is a pretty stressful way to live!
Each time I have to pick up my stuff
and move on, I experience a sort of disorientation, a disruption in the flow of my
life. It shows up in the everyday things.
It’s harder to begin my work again. Did
I remember to pay that parking ticket?
Where is my mail folder of papers I need
to attend to? Where did I put that bath
soap? Did I remember to take my jacket
out of storage?

Then I began to think about those brave
folks I meet at Street Sense. They, and
the rest of our homeless population (more
than 7,000 in DC alone), face this disorientation every day, along with such basic
concerns as: where will I eat, where will
I shower and use the bathroom? How can
I get cleaned up for work? How will I feed
my kids? What do I do if I get sick?
If my relatively safe and easy “homelessness” can be a source of stress for me,
how much more so is it for them? What
does it take just to wake up and face another day? How in the world do they do
it? And what would happen if everyone
who is blessed with the basics of food,
clothing and shelter decided that they had
to do something about this?
I know it can be disconcerting to be
approached on the street by someone
asking for money. It’s very easy to lump
everyone together and dismiss them with
the thought, “How do I know they’re not
just going to go buy drugs or booze?” or to
think “this problem is so big; what in the

world can I do?”
But now that I’ve experienced this tiny
glimpse of how being homeless disrupts the
very foundation of what’s needed to live
productive, happy lives, I feel the need to
encourage those of us who are blessed with
the basics to ask, “What can I do?”
Here are two suggestions: 1) Whatever
your version of prayer or affirmation is,
take a moment to acknowledge that we
are all children of the Universe, and hold a
thought of blessing for our homeless brothers and sisters. 2) Look for the Street Sense
vendors in your neighborhood and buy the
paper when it comes out every two weeks,
as you have today. You’ll read stories you
won’t find anywhere else, including first
hand accounts of life on the street, both
in prose and poetry. You’ll be helping to
support the vendors, who are a part of the
Street Sense community and who follow a
code of ethics in their dealings.
You will be glad you did!

To Thine Own Self Be True

The Changing of the Guard

I believe one of the
great detriments to
African Americans is
the unwillingness to
hear a raw and honest assessment of
black life; but if, as
a group, we want to
achieve greater economic success, we
can’t shut down the conversation because
people say things we don’t want to hear.
I believe the cause of black poverty is
blacks’ unwillingness to learn the fundamentals of the economics that keep our
group perpetually down.
For a period, I lived in North Philly,
an area that is almost 90 percent black
and where there was violence and high
unemployment. Many residents were on
public assistance. I learned that their
problems were not caused by blatant
discrimination, but by attitudes: although jobs were available, many said
they would not work at McDonald’s because they would be laughed at by their
friends. Many complained about what the
government wasn’t doing, and I always
wondered what program could be created
to take out your trash or cut your grass
or make you learn to speak the language
that would get you employed.
Many claimed their economic problems
resulted from slavery and Jim Crow, but I
couldn’t buy that excuse. I thought about
my parents, who instilled in me that we
should not use racism as a crutch. I remembered that my grandfather drove
from Georgia to Ohio to work in the steel
factories. He commuted from Columbus to

By the time you read this article, the
results of the Nov. 4 election will be in. But
the serious issues of racism, gentrification
and displacement that served as recurring
themes in an Oct. 27 debate sponsored by
Empower DC and We Act Radio will continue to have relevance, no matter what
the outcome. The forum was held at Union
Temple Baptist Church in Southeast Washington. And as pastor Willie Wilson, the
event moderator observed, a complicated
history of race relations lies right beneath
our feet in this city. In fact, he noted that
the ground where the church stands was
once a plantation, worked by slaves.
With that in mind, at-large council
candidates Eric Jones(I) , Eugene Puryear (Statehood Green), Elissa Silverman
(I), Kalid Pitts (I), Michael D. Brown (I),
Courtney Snowden (I), Robert White(I) ,
Graylan Hagler (I) and Calvin Gurley (I)
were asked to delve into difficult questions that seldom get enough attention.
Haglar, himself a minister and community
advocate contended that racism continues
to shape the city.
“If it is only about class then take me to
the white slum in DC,” he said.
Silverman, a former journalist, said she
feels that the cards are stacked against
those who are born in poverty. “Our job is
to level the playing field,” she said. Jones, a
government affairs professional and community organizer said he believes that elected
officials and leaders have failed the city’s
people by setting the bar too low. “What
we need to do is stop training people to be
just barbers and home health aids.”
Puryear, a writer and peace activist,

by Jeffery McNeil, Vendor

Cleveland, a three hour drive, to feed his
eight kids. Ditto for my father and mother,
who used to commute from Toms River,
NJ, to New York city, a two-hour drive, to
feed me and my brother.
So I have a hard time believing a child
from Southeast cannot get to downtown
Washington to find work. It’s also wrong
to say poor funding and racism are major reasons blacks have low test scores.
My parents grew up in the Jim Crow era,
when the Klan waited outside with shotguns and pitchforks to greet black kids
that wanted to learn. Who can forget the
Little Rock Nine and the National Guard
in the hallways? The argument that black
children can’t learn because of poor funding and racism is utter foolishness.
I asked a man from Ethiopia, who has
a successful business in the District, how
he got started. He said the difference
between immigrants and blacks in this
country is that immigrants help each
other. He said “ We have no stars; our
focus is how to make the group better,
not ourselves better.
He said immigrants fare better than native born blacks because immigrants are
humble. They will take low wage jobs and
make sacrifices, such as sharing rooms, so
that eventually they’ll become owners
of the property. They will do without the
bling; you don’t see many Koreans buying
$300 dollar Air Jordans and $600 I-pads.
I have never been a big fan of equality. What I want is the freedom to chose
my own course. One can never be free
by hoping someone else is going to do
for them.
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By Reggie Black, Vendor

said he feels that the United States has
an economic model that leaves everyone
but the wealthy behind.
“We have to change our economic
model,” he said. “Housing is a human
right and not a commodity.” He said the
city needs to establish a department of
human rights.
Gurley, an accountant and auditor, who
prides himself for growing up in the city
during the Civil Rights movement expressed
concern about longtime residents losing
the ability to afford to live in their homes.
“We need to strengthen our rent control,” he said. He also said there is a need
for more public housing. “Public housing
is not a bad word.”
Lesbian activist and public affairs specialist Snowden said she is running because every child in the city deserves a
quality education. Adults need help too,
she added. “We need job programs that
actually work.”
White, a lawyer and former counsel to
DC Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton said
the city needs to do a better job of prioritizing its goals.
“We need to focus on what is in front
of us,” he said.
Brown, who founded and directs a
nonprofit said he would like to see more
money spent to create jobs. He also discussed the roots of discrimination, saying
he believes the persistence of racism lies
in ignorance. That Oct. 27 debate is history now but the issues the candidates
tackled should continue to be discussed.
Hopefully the city will improve and move
forward with the right leaders in place.
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The Street Sense Writers’ Group is led by two writing professionals and
meets every Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. The group’s goal is to develop
ideas and collaborate on the next great issue of Street Sense.

What Would You Do?
By “The Amazing” Chon Gotti, Vendor

Good Weather Pays

Make Over

The summer is gone and fall is here.
The cooling down preparing for winter.
No more shorts or sandals.
Shoes and sweaters appear.
Smoothies and ice cream and cold drinks
are replaced
With hot coffee, tea and soup to run with.
The clothes change from bright
to more mundane.
We know the trees will be spectacular
Turning yellow and red from green.
The harvest begins as the squirrels gather
And save for the winter.
Pack away the summer things
And prepare to take walks
down lover’s lane.
Rake up the leaves and clean the drains
No flowered scents give way
to roasted scents
Such as corned beef and baked chicken.
So, sit back, relax and enjoy!

I have a destiny.
But at times I think it’s not about me
I want to have a positive mindset
But at times rejection sets in
I need to stay strong
But at times I fall
I got to keep my head up
So when times of worries rise up
I can still be an influence
But whose influence?
I don’t want to ruin my destiny.

By Jacqueline Turner, Vendor
If you could have the whole world in your hands
(what would you do?)
If all the new babies in the world relied on you
(what would you do?)
If you could change the face of poverty
(what would you do?)
If you could make everything perfect by drawing a picture
(what would you do?)
If you could feed all of God’s people in abundance?
(what would you do?)
If you could boost love in everyone’s hearts
(what would you do?)
If you could climb the walls like Spiderman
(what would you do?)
Now this is for you to bring peace, love and happiness into a great world of warriors due.

MY KATRINA: Part 21b
By Gerald Anderson, Vendor

PREVIOUSLY: National Guard and I continued talking, sittin’ on the balcony at the
projects, as a whole army of military trucks
lined up below...
I told the guard I was born and raised
in New Orleans. He said, “You know a lot
about this city.” I told him I sure know
the ins and out, the bad side and the
good side.
That guard really made me feel comfortable.
He told me, “I would lose my life to
save other life. I would put my life on the
line to save y’all.” That’s when I know he
was really tryin’ to help us.
He was sharing his life with me. He a
white guy, but he talk more like he black.
Me being the person that I am, it seem
like he seen a lot of pain in his life, same
as me.
He been to prison because he got
caught with weed, and then his mother
and father told him if he didn’t want to
be in prison the rest of his life, he had to
finish school and go in the military.
My mother and friends’ mothers talked
to me like that. When they did, I was hearin’ it but not hearin’ it. My older brother
tried to be like a father to me, but he
couldn’t control me. My gramma, we eye

to eye. She like a father-mother—I came
up like a gramma boy.
When I was in prison they called me
to the chaplain office. He told me to sit
down and told me we got a phone call.
Your gramma passed. With me bein’ in the
prison system, I be seein’ guys bein’ called
to the chaplain office that they family members passed away. The chaplain
helped them stay strong. I just took it.
My gramma and I would sit on a bed or
on the couch. We sit out real good. She
would ask me how you doin’? She get anything out me. We was real deep with each
other, y’know?
Here on the balcony I almost forgot
about what was going on. But then the
guard told me they have so many people
at the Convention Center that they layin’
all over the ground, getting medical help.
Some afraid to go on the helicopter. He
try to do all he could to help.
Suddenly, I put my head down and wonder whether I was really gonna make it.
I felt that way because he talk about
all the people messed up, like how people was cryin’ about they family member,
not sure they family member make it. So
much that shook me up, hittin’ the bottom of my stomach. (to be continued)

By Sasha Williams, Vendor

The Twenties Song
By Robert Warren, Vendor

If I could have a word with me when I was in my twenties. I’m now 53...
The first thing I would say is
Don’t spend your twenties living for play.
Increase, increase your faith in the Lord
And always pray.

educate yourself,
and always say,
“if the Lord is willing,
I’ll have better days.”

Be much more of a help to your mother
Without her having to say.

But the most important thing you must do
is get on your knees
and thank the Lord
for every day.

Remember your father.
Don’t get caught in that same maze.
Take time and give your
little sisters their days.
Be a better brother in many ways.
As you go forward,
work hard,

A Public Service Announcement:

Walking and Texting

Don’t You Get It?

By Phillip Black
Vendor, “The Cat in the Hat”

It is cheaper, healthier and safer to:
1. Keep people off the streets
2. Subsidize or pre-pay rents
3. Ensure food to whomever and wherever it is needed.
4. Have preventive care rather than reactive emergency treatment of illness and
disease with no reversal. The wait was too long and too late to prevent a downhill, permanently sick state.
Let’s get it together now. Stop the pain and strain of taking away our jewels, people
and viable, valuable human life. Obamacare is better than nothing. Don’t like it? Make
it better. Release the cost of money on life, young or old or don’t you get it?

On Monday On
Monday morning,
the 27th a young
lady was crossing
11th and F st. She
walked right into
a pole. She was
walking, while
texting. That same
morning, a man was almost run over by a
taxi while texting.

By Angie Whitehurst, Vendor

You always hear about driving and texting. But to me, walking and texting is
just as unsafe. We need to pay more attention. So if you need to text: stop, look
around and stay focused on what you are
doing. You could lose your life or get seriously hurt. It’s not worth it. Today is the
first day of the rest of your life.
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VENDOR WRITING

Feeling the Rain

The Cause of Poverty?

The Minotaur of the Hall

Can you see my tears in the rain
how else can I hide my pain

Poverty is the lack of material possession
or money and the deprivation of basic human needs such as food, water, sanitation,
clothing, shelter, healthcare, and education. Some of the causes of poverty are the
shift in the business economy, lack of education, rise of suburbs, breakdown of family
system, and limited governmental policies.
The lack of education may contribute to
being unemployed, which can lead to living in poverty. Many families often relocate
to the suburbs to raise families, and many
businesses soon follow to those newly developed areas. Many single mothers in the U.S.
struggle to make ends meet. Single mothers
usually have one income to support their
child and themselves. When this happens
the entire family gets pulled into poverty.
The last reason why poverty is so pervasive is the absence of effective government
policies. City officials try to have programs
to help the poor but the poor need more.
The government should make poverty its
first priority. Even if it does that, though,
poverty will take some years to disappear.
I just hope that happens soon.

People like me are a disgrace to life.
An unloved, unbeknownst, invisible person
in whom others can find ultimate victory
for themselves at my loss. I was born to
be separated from people It is said that
I can make it on my own. Why me? Why
did I have to be born to be nothing at all?
I don’t want to exist, says the minotaur,
me. I am saddened by the fact that I am
unloved. I don’t want to live this way. I
cannot be a part. I am embarrassed. Why
did the law allow the mensfolk
to get away with
this criminal behavior? Where
will I go when
I die? I hope
that it is somewhere where
I’ll never have
to put up with
injustice again.
I ran down the
hill at full gallop charging
forward into the
stomach of the
man. He seemed
fully aware of
the crime, at
least it was in
his mind. Poor
me, the man

By Larry Garner, Vendor

It’s the perfect way to hide,
because no one can see me cry
The slow rhythmic sound of taps on
the rooftop,
Sounds like my painful heart beat that
just won’t stop
The rain washes my soul
Yet I never feel whole
The water drips down my spine
Never healing this heart of mine
The smell of moisture in the air
Reminds me that this life is never fair
I never want the rain to go away
I have gotten used to this heartache
Rain falls down and adds to the pain
After every sunshine there is always rain

By Ashley McKinley, Volunteer

By Chris Shaw, “Cowboy Poet” Episode 19

WHO’s DOING ALL THE KNOCKING?!!
In his drug and whisky haze, Hastings
Marsh was practically non compos mentis,
by the time he had issued his slurry ultimatum to good old Jed Harris, the “Playah
for all seasons.”
No doubt Harris would ploddingly track
down all the street meat until he had
this yokel Billy Luck (Damn him!!) in his
sights and then-- Well!! Harris just KNEW
he couldn’t fail. Not this time, not like
the hazy pre-dawn scene at Mount Vernon
Square, over by the fenced-in front yard
of Ted’s Hotel, when poor dumb Harris had
racked himself clean up, and totaled his
beloved Mothership--- that 1973 Lincoln
Town Bomber-- oh my, and his floozy wife
Skipper, why she had slipped clean away!
“For What!”
Marsh shot bolt upright in his Barcalounger in the den of his big ugly house.
“Ben, BEN!! WHERE THE HAIL ARE YOU,
SON!!”
Just as King Cole had dementedly called
for his pipe, bowl and Fiddlers Three in
that long-ago fairy tale, now the horsde-combat Senator from the Borough of
Memphis was raging, Raving for his “administrative assistant” (and Gofer), Ben
Nimmons, to help bail him out of this latest bout of frothing-mouthed madness he
was enduring at this moment.
“Y-Yes, Senator,” Ben stumbled over an
ottoman and landed face down in Marsh’s

pile of coke on the coffee table.
He quickly dusted his face with a
sweaty white handkerchief. You must realize, Nimmons didn’t indulge in most of
the Senator’s vices.
“Oh. There you are, Ben. So. You think
mah WIFE is shackin’ up with a low life
from New York Avenue, Hmmm?”
Just then the doorbell rang.
“Oh no, sir,” mumbled Ben.
The door flew open. There stood Skipper, with Billy Luck at her side!
(to be continued)
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By Debbie Brantley, Vendor

limped away muttering insane cursings.
The man, I was at a loss to say, had won.
I, in extreme pain, winced at full gallop
and collapsed my right horn into the man.
“Sensibilities tell me to cooperate,”
said he.
“I guess,” said the minotaur.
“I wish the man luck. He chucks it up
as a victory against me, the minotaur.
The man can’t stand my good fortune and
good luck,” said me.

Living in Vein: Part 5a
By Veda Simpson, Vendor

PREVIOUSLY: Some of the drug addicts
turned abandoned buildings into “abandominiums.” They knew how to hook up
heat, water, and electricity. It was just
like condominiums, but no one had to
pay. As the bouncer, I had my own bedroom and a gun. We had to keep the place
clean, because with all the shooting up,
it would otherwise smell like stale blood.
In addition to selling pills, I went back to
forging checks. Also, I knew how to write
prescriptions—all I had to do was steal a
prescription pad from the doctor’s office.
I could spend all the money I made, because I knew how to make more...
Abandominium life went on for a couple
of years, until one day the police bust in and
raided us. The popo threw everybody on the
floor while they ransacked the place.
Everyone received multiple charges,
including stolen goods, stolen prescription pads, possession of heroin, syringes .
. . well, just about everything. They also
charged us with illegal use of firearms.
One popo threw me on the floor, put his
foot on my back, and then bent over and
started to choke me. I gurgled, “What’s
wrong with you?!”
Back then I had a bad temper. I turned

abruptly and swung at his leg and he fell.
I just kept hitting him. That’s when three
or four of the other popo jumped on me
and started hitting me.
Next thing I knew, I woke up in a hospital bed. My eyes were completely closed
shut and my lip was busted—they had to
put stitches in it.
I stayed in the hospital for about a
week. Afterwards they took me right from
the hospital to the court. The judge ordered me held without bond.
Instead of going to trial, I took a plea
bargain. When it all was said and done, I
ended up getting two to six years in Olderson Federal Prison in West Virginia.
In federal prison, you had your own
room with a key. You could paint your
room and you had wooden dressers for
putting your clothes away. We could even
wear our own clothes, so a friend sent me
a clothing box with my stuff.
I didn’t bother my family, because I had
put myself in this predicament. My family
didn’t even know I had been arrested. I
hadn’t been in touch before and I wasn’t
in touch now. In our family, no news was
good news.
(to be continued)
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Perception or Reality: November
By Robert Williams - USMC, Vendor

November: what’s
happening in November? Two things
probably stick out
i n m o s t p e o p l e ’s
m i n d s : Ve t e r a n s
Day and Thanksgiving. Well, there is
a third. Last, but not least, Nov. 10 is
the United States Marine Corps’ birthday,
born in the year 1775. Annually, the Marine Corps marathon is run. Let me take
this opportunity to congratulate the United States Army personnel in the capturing of the top two spots, both male and
female. Females are misunderstood, misrepresented and underestimated across
the board in their potential, ability, capability and contributions.
Please pardon my digression but perception or reality moving right along…
Veterans- who are they? A collective
group of all branches of the military put
together, risking life and limbs as they
willingly sacrifice for the security and
freedom you the people are now afforded.
You who walk by and see one of us in need
and say “get a job” are totally oblivious to
that particular job that actually enables
you to acquire yours… or even worse, you
who just totally ignore that veteran as
though he or she does not exist. Ignoring is ignorant. Who is it that actually requested help first?
November 10, 1775: The United States
has since developed one of the most
effective, intensely trained forces of
the veteran group considered to be the
President’s Own. From the halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli, we fight

our country’s battles land, air, and sea,
so all--not some, but all--may be free,
safe and secure. Why? Because our assistance was requested, just as some of us
are now forced to request assistance- the
difference being we ignored no one and
had no excuses. We answered the call and
left jobs and families for you. True, some
may abuse, but most don’t. Everyone requesting assistance is not lacking in intelligence, education, or a desire to escalate
to a higher level.
November is most noted for its Thanksgiving debate, into which I will not venture, deferring instead to the depth of
what you, the historians or truly informed,
might say in reference to this holiday. For
now, let’s just be simplistic and call it a
day of giving thanks. And surely, a wide
spectrum of things, people or reasons deserving of our thanks. Giving thanks is a
display of one’s appreciation of someone,
something or some action. I guess the latest holiday celebration of Columbus Day
could be considered a display of appreciation for one’s discovering of a particular
land. (Far be it from me to comprehend
how it is remotely possible to “discover”
a place presently occupied. Nonetheless,
that’s another story.)
But tell me, where is the display of appreciation of thanks for Marines, Army,
Navy, Air Force and the Veterans? When,
after having sacrificed all, we find ourselves grossly in need of comparable
health care and employment? Why are
small veteran businesses not afforded
the same privileges and benefits as regular businesses? Why have most veterans’
benefits been cut since 1975 and not re-

stored? Who of you are even aware veterans in most major cities and here, here in
the nation’s capital, find ourselves in the
majority of the homeless population?
Yes, there are some programs for employment, but are they truly to help or for
statistical purposes? Or, quite frankly, just
to deceive you the public into believing
they care and are really doing something
with money contributed by you and other
sources? What about the government of
Virginia or the media, who perpetuate
such misleading and deceptively gross
misinformation in order to not properly
utilize money afforded to them per fiscal
year? Why do they continuously underestimate you the people’s level of intelligence by intentionally misleading you into
believing the incomplete and inaccurate
information they feed? How long must or
will we enable inequality to continue and
do nothing about it?
Though most are aware of it, these
categorizations, stereotypes, racial and
economic profiling have all got to stop.
You can be up today and down tomorrow.
Statistics say the average working person
is only a paycheck away from homelessness. What happens if and when you fall
into one of these categories you’ve placed
others into and you are treated badly and
looked down upon or responded to in the
inappropriate way that many do? After
sacrificing for this country, do veterans
deserve what we now receive and don’t
deceive? Imagine that...

By Judson Williams
Vendor, “Master of the Obvious”
A personal note: while completing a
tour of structural observation in DC’s own
Saint Elizabeths Hospital for mental and
emotional disturbance (to the public…
allegedly also for my benefit), I had to
endure sugar-loaded yogurt-institutional
food. Staff had the privilege of consuming cold Deer Park spring water (I call it
the McDonald’s of spring water because it
is a blend of many sources of H2O), while
the patients enjoyed “Potomac Punch”
lukewarm water from an old dispenser.
We acted like good little boys and girls so
we could get the privilege of going to the
vestibule where if we had the funds, we
could purchase genetically modified candy from the available vending machine.
Assuming we completed this hurdle without disturbing the staff’s psychological
disposition, we earned the privilege of
purchasing cigarettes and the ability to
smoke a little outdoors for 20 minutes,
more or less.
My Baghdad, Iraq Sufi drummer master
had written that I was the angriest person
he had ever met.
While falling asleep one night at St.
Elizabeths, I awakened to another patient urinating on my bed while I was in it.
Thinking fast, I decided that an outburst
would be extremely counter-productive.
I decided to meditate. To my surprise, I
forced myself into a full lotus position for
15 seconds until the pain forced me to
release my legs.
This was more than five years ago. I
have not been able to replicate this feat.

New Story

Mentality

I know it has been
a while since I wrote
a story, but I am
back selling. I am
Kenneth Belkosky
Vendor 225. I tried
to work other jobs
and I kept moving.
I am sorry for two things: my cat,who
I had to euthanize, and leaving Street
Sense. I should not have left the paper.
I know I have been away for about two
years and that you missed me. Fortunately, I am still housed since the last time you
all saw me. You know I miss you all and I
will try not to make you worry.
I have a Star Trek story in mind. Once
I can get my mind worrying again I will
write it. Thank you for buying the paper. I
do better being self-employed.

Sometimes I feel like a shark out of water:
powerless and emotionally trapped in mental despair,
lost in my mind,
stressed,
depressedconstantly growing gray hair.

Ken Belkosky, Vendor

By Rachel Higdon, Vendor

Sometimes I want to cry, but I’ve evidently run out of tears,
holding a tight grasp on my rage that I don’t want to release.
I was raised in severe poverty,
leading me down the path to sleeping in the streets.
Not only do I want to be rich,
but I want to be safe.
I’ll never give up until I feel that I’ve overcome the struggle
and won this race.
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The Art of a Salad

COMMUNITY SERVICES

By Patricia Jefferson
Vendor
The beauty of
a salad is that it’s
tasty and intriguing
when you prepare it
to your liking with
the food or ingredients available in
your refrigerator
and make it into a
fulfilling and lasting meal: an array of
ingredients that can be installed in a
salad. The colorful ingredients of vegetables and fruits make it into a beautiful palette of fall.
I have become accustomed to eating
salads since living in a homeless shelter
in which salads were served regularly
for dinner. However, since moving, I
have been able to make a variety of
salads after reading articles saying
salads help you “digest and process”
foods. The articles were interesting
and profound, so I took their sugges-

Academy of Hope: 269-6623
601 Edgewood St, NE		
aohdc.org

Bread for the City:
265-2400 (NW) | 561-8587 (SE)
1525 7th St, NW | 1640 Good Hope Rd, SE
breadforthecity.org

Calvary Women’s Services: 678-2341
1217 Good Hope Road, SE		
calvaryservices.org

Catholic Charities: 772-4300
catholiccharitiesdc.org/gethelp

Charlie’s Place: 232-3066
1830 Connecticut Ave, NW
charliesplacedc.org

Christ House: 328-1100
1717 Columbia Rd, NW		
christhouse.org

Church of the Pilgrims: 387-6612
2201 P St, NW		
churchofthepilgrims.org/outreach
food (1 - 1:30 on Sundays only)

Community Council for the Homeless
at Friendship Place: 364-1419
4713 Wisconsin Ave, NW		
cchfp.org

Community Family Life Services:
347-0511
305 E St, NW		
cflsdc.org
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Clothing
tions to practice.
The astonishing look of the greenery in
a salad, along with the red, orange and
yellow ingredients, is enlightening and refreshing to view during this season. However, when you can’t make your own salad,
you will be able to make a restaurant salad
by using your imagination to create an array of choices.
Based in New York City, Chop’t Creative
Salad Company has locations across DC. I
have seen the lines at the Chop’t on 7th
St N.W. extend as far as outside. The manager of that store said, “customers love
the salads.” The restaurant serves salads
in a clear, plastic bowl that enables you to
view colorful ingredients of your choice,
such as beets, carrots, red peppers and
avocado. You also have a choice of lettuce, spinach, kale and other greens. The
restaurant enables you to craft your salads, and there are many ways to do so.
Ingredients that enlighten your spirits

and fill your desires and are nutritional,
too, are black beans, chickpeas, broccoli,
fruits, grains and cheese. Its popularity
speaks for itself when the line extends
out the door.
Inside the restaurant, you will see an
assembly line of workers ready to fill your
bowl with an assortment of ingredients. In
addition to the creative salads, there are
classic salads and sandwiches to choose
from, such as Mexican Caesar, Palm Beach
and Harvest Cobb. There are homemade
dressings for the enticing salads. The recommended choices are Smoky Bacon Russian and Steakhouse Blue Cheese.
The restaurant’s organic, decaffeinated
fountain drinks come in such flavors as
Mandarin Orange and Birch Beer. Regular
canned sodas are also served.
When you want a satisfying salad that
will meet your dietary needs, Chop’t
Creative Salad Company is the restaurant for you.

John Young Center: 639-8569
119 D Street, NW

D.C. Coalition for the Homeless:
347-8870
1234 Massachusetts Ave, NW
dccfh.org

Father McKenna Center: 842-1112
19 Eye St, NW		
fathermckennacenter.org

Food and Friends: 269-2277
219 Riggs Rd, NE		
foodandfriends.org
(home delivery for those suffering from
HIV, cancer, etc)

Foundry Methodist Church: 332-4010
1500 16th St, NW
foundryumc.org/ministry-opportunities
ID (FRIDAY 9-12 ONLY)

Georgetown Ministry Center:
338-8301
1041 Wisconsin Ave, NW		
georgetownministrycenter.org

Gospel Rescue Ministries: 842-1731
810 5th St, NW
grm.org

Jobs Have Priority: 544-9128
425 Snd St, NW
jobshavepriority.org

Employment Assistance
Food
Housing/Shelter
Laundry
Legal Assistance
Medical/Healthcare
Outreach
Showers
Transportation
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ACCESS HOTLINE

Community of Hope: 232-7356
communityofhopedc.org

Covenant House Washington:
610-9600
2001 Mississippi Avenue, SE
covenanthousedc.org

Education

Martha’s Table: 328-6608
2114 14th St, NW		
marthastable.org

Miriam’s Kitchen: 452-8926
2401 Virginia Ave, NW		
miriamskitchen.org

My Sister’s Place:
529-5991 (24-hour hotline)
mysistersplacedc.org

N Street Village: 939-2060		
1333 N Street, NW
nstreetvillage.org

New York Ave Shelter: 832-2359
1355-57 New York Ave, NE
		
Open Door Shelter: 639-8093
425 2nd St, NW
newhopeministriesdc.org/id3.html

Samaritan Inns: 667-8831
2523 14th St, NW		
samaritaninns.org

Samaritan Ministries:
1516 Hamilton Street NW | 722-2280
1345 U Street SE | 889-7702
samaritanministry.org

1-888-7WE HELP (1-888-793-4357)

SHELTER HOTLINE:
1–800–535–7252
Sasha Bruce Youthwork: 675-9340
741 8th St, SE		
sashabruce.org

So Others Might Eat (SOME)
797-8806
71 O St, NW		
some.org

St. Luke’s Mission Center: 333-4949
3655 Calvert St. NW
stlukesmissioncenter.org

Thrive DC: 737-9311
1525 Newton St, NW		
thrivedc.org

Unity Health Care: 745-4300
3020 14th St, NW		
unityhealthcare.org

The Welcome Table: 347-2635
1317 G St, NW		
epiphanydc.org/thewelcometable
Whitman-Walker Health
1701 14th St, NW | 745-7000
2301 MLK Jr. Ave, SE | 797-3567
whitman-walker.org
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VENDOR PROFILE: CHON GOTTI
By Manuela Mejia, Editorial Intern

The first thing
that Chon mentioned during our interview was that he
was born and raised
in Southeast DC,
establishing from
the very beginning
of our conversation
a sense of fondness
and tenderness towards his childhood and
youthful reminiscences when living in his
family neighborhood.
Raised with two workaholic parents and
10 siblings, Chon recalls his past memories as ones full of joy and financial stability. Although he had a sense of economic
steadiness in his life, Chon was conscious
that working would give him independence and guarantee a prosperous and
successful future. Thus, he began working and obtaining jobs starting in the early
stages of his life. At fourteen years old,
Chon was already a youth intern in the

DC government and was later part of the
administration at the National Zoo.
His relationship with his mother was
permanently honest and full of candid
emotions. She instilled in Chon working
ethics that he is now tremendously grateful for. Reading was always a constant and
constructive habit of Chon’s mom, and
she passed this custom to her son, who
was eventually able to read and write in
an unblemished manner prior to his infantile academic years.
“One day you are going to be a preacher; I can see it, son” his mother said to
Chon every time she saw him read as a
way to achieve great academic learning.
He now evokes his mother’s wise words
when facing conflicts or struggling with
obstacles, and argues that they seem so
influential; that enables him to keep going
during harsh periods.
Everything in Chon’s life seemed to be
going well until he lost his job and his
parents simultaneously faced health dis-

eases. “Since I was the only child who was
not working during that time, I was hands
on with my parents; taking care of them
24/7 and constantly worrying about medical appointments as well as their overall
health care. During that time, I did not
put great attention to my wellbeing and
as a result, I ended up homeless in the
city’s shelters for five years”. A friend of
Chon’s introduced him to Street Sense,
and argued that the street newspaper
was perhaps a way to avoid staying in the
shelter for more years without creating
any resources of his own.
Currently, Chon sees himself in the future as an entrepreneur working in the
Nation’s Capital and setting up his own
business organizations throughout the
town. Just like his grandmother used to
call him, he perceives himself as an efficacious “boss man” functioning with positivity, energy, integrity and good vibes.
“I consider myself an individual who
enjoys living with passion and just liv-

ing life to the fullest. I love to come to
Street Sense every day; I love to say hello to people and shake hands with them.
I love to be involved in various groups in
the organization, and I see Street Sense
as my current job.”
Chon currently serves as the assistant
director for the Street Sense vendor advocacy group: Focus, Attitude, Committment to Excellence (FACE). His story is a
great example of how a good economic
situation in one’s life does not always provide a successful future; there are various
factors that one has to take into consideration when pursuing a pleased life and
career. Street Sense serves as a pathway
for accomplishing goals that were once
neglected or unkempt during severe and
austere events.
“When I’m selling the newspaper and
people don’t take me seriously, or are not
willing to pay the two dollars it costs, I tell
them ‘take the paper for free today, next
time you see me just try to help me out.’”

EULOGY: CALVIN WINFIELD
By Shernell Thomas, Vendor
My dear brother Calvin,
Finding the right words to express my
sorrow when writing words of condolence
to you, Calvin, is a challenging task. The
sibling bond is a unique relationship, and
will mean something different for every
individual. Of everyone I know, Calvin was
the only one who could make an entire
room roar with laughter within minutes
of entering. His natural confidence always
won people over.
It is never easy to lose a brother, no
matter what age. I pray for his peace
and comfort as he continues his life’s

journey spiritually and without earthly
presence. Calvin, you will always be in
my heart, and words are never adequate
in moments like these. I love you, Calvin, and am glad you came into my life
as my brother. Had I known that you
were going to be gone so soon, I would
have loved to have hugged you and said
“goodbye.” You will always be remembered through the joyous memories we
were all privileged to have in knowing
you, Calvin. We will meet again!
My niece read this at Calvin’s funeral on Oct. 27. The church was packed.
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Remember, buy only from badged
vendors and do not give to those panhandling with
one paper.
Interested in a subscription? Go to page 15 for more information.
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